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Abstract:  There are wide range of potential web applications due to which e-commerce had received many interests from the industry. Most of 

the users make transaction through e-commerce websites for purchasing a product. In order to monitor the whole transaction process made 

through shopping website, we hereby propose a system where user is shopping via e-commerce website behaviors are predicted. In this project, 

we use data mining algorithm to predict the e-commerce behaviors such as their movements from one page to another and purchase transactions. 

Here, we explore a new data mining capability for e-commerce environment. Predicting sales report for every e-commerce website has become 

a need for predicting future sales based on previous product sale report. The proposed system satisfies all the need, which are required for e-

commerce website. 

 

Index Terms - Sentiment analysis, Products, Comments, Data opinion mining 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Here we tend to propose a sophisticated Comment Sentiment Analysis system that detects hidden sentiments in comments and 

rates the product accordingly. The system uses opinion-mining methodology in order to accomplish desired functionality. Opinion 

Mining for Comment Sentiment Analysis could be a web application, which provides review of the subject that is posted by the 

user. The System takes comments of varied users, based mostly on the opinion, system can specify whether or not the announce 

topic is good,   bad,   or   worst.  We use a database of sentiment keywords on with positivity or negativity weight in database and 

then based on these sentiment keywords mined in user comment is graded. 

When the user clicks on a particular product user can give his/her own comment about the topic. System will use database, will 

match the comment with the keywords in database, and will rank the product. The role of the admin is to add product and adds 

keywords in database. Users who like the product can view about the product details can use this application. This application also 

works as an advertisement, which makes many people aware about the product posted. 

II. PROBLEM WITH CURRENT SCENARIO 

The Existing system for prediction of traditional e- commerce websites uses the moving paths of users or the time a user request 

for a service. This system does not consider groups of users in mining, but it considers only individual users. This did not provide 

efficient Prediction of user’s purchase behavior, it consumes more time to predict, and it lacks in accuracy. Therefore, a new system 

is proposed to solve the problems in prediction. The Existing system for our application area is that the customer who wants to 

purchase items needs to be go around each shops & the search about the particular offers provided by each shops at the mall they 

are at. There is having these facilities for online shopping but the live shopping is not possible. This existing Condition seems to be 

time consuming & tiresome. 

III. SOLUTION 

Our web application comes up with the solution of all this kind of problem. Our system takes comments of numerous users, 

primarily based on the opinion; system can specify whether the posted product is good, bad, or worst. we have a tendency to use a 

database of sentiment {primarily based} keywords on with positivity or negativity weight in database and then based on these 

sentiment keywords deep-mined in user comment is graded. 

This section comprises some of the literatures used for Sentiment Analysis techniques developed by various researchers using 

non-invasive methods with their importance. 

A. Although sarcasm detection is a hot topic in sentiment analysis, there is still a lot to be done, especially from social media in 

the future; further advancement would be included in automatic detection systems that can help to understand the behaviour, 

emotion and opinion of the people in more way that is explicit. 

 
Figure - 1. Solution Process 

Comparing the methodology of authors our system detects hidden sentiments in comments and rates the post accordingly [1]. 

The system uses opinion-mining methodology in order to achieve desired functionality. 

B. Propose an evolutionary algorithm for classifying opinions at sentence level. Weight tables are used to optimize mining for 

reusability, marketing   purpose and content provider. A promising  area  of  future research  may  involve  refining  the   

evolutionary strategy algorithm, such  as  by  exploring  special  training algorithms, testing different  relationships between the 

characteristic matrix of the sentence and the weight table for types [7]. Alternatively, future research might heuristic and non-

heuristic methods. 
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Figure - 2. Weight Table 

C. According to the customers’ priority to a specific feature the product considered [9]. 
 

Figure - 3. Polarity representation 

D. Decision tree represent through a tree diagram and first node is root node, which selects an attribute as words or opinion 

from the best value of measurement. Each attribute has its own value that is true or false at the end, the data reveals a class, which 

represent a leaf node that is positive or negative [10]. 

 

Figure - 4. Proposed Methodology for generating scores of customer review using opinion mining 

IV. WORKING AND APPLICATIONS 

 Admin Login: 

 Add New Product: Can add new products by entering product details into the database. 

 View Products: Can view all the added products here with their details. 

 

 View Order: Can view all the orders placed by the users using this e-commerce website. 

 Delete Products: System allows admin to delete the added product from the database. 

 Registration/Login: 

To continue with login, user need to register first by filling up basic registration details. 

 View Products: After successful login, user can view various products from various categories. 

 Add to Cart: If the user wishes to by the product, he may add the product to cart to further checkout. 

 View Cart: User can view all the added products which were added to cart. User can proceed to payment option and 

place an order. 

 Comment: Users can also comment or rate the products. 
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Application: 

 To know demand for products in particular e- commerce site we proposed a system where user comments will be 

monitored by the system. 

 Here we have a tendency to propose a sophisticated Sentiment Analysis for Product scoring system that detects hidden 

sentiments in comments and rates the product consequently. 

 The system uses sentiment analysis methodology to attain desired practicality. 

 This project is associate E-Commerce web application wherever the registered user can read the product and product 

features and can comment concerning the product. 

 System can analyze the comments of varied users and can rank product 

 We use a database of sentiment based keywords along with positivity or negativity weight in database and then based 

on these sentiment keywords mined in user comment is ranked. 

 Comment are analyzed by examination the comment with the keywords keep in information. 

 The System takes comments of varied users, based on the comment; system can specify whether the product is good, 

bad, or worst. 

 Once user login the system he will read the product and product options. Once viewing product user will comment 

concerning the product. 

 User may read comment of alternative user’s. 

 The role of the admin is to add product to the system and to feature keywords in information. 

V. FEASIBILITY 

We verify whether the proposed systems are technically possible or not. i.e., all the technologies needed to develop the system 

are accessible promptly or not. 

 

Technical Feasibility: 

Technical Feasibility determines whether the organization has the technology and skills necessary to hold out the project and 

the way this could be obtained. The system are often possible because of the subsequent grounds: 

 All necessary technology exists to develop the system. 

 This system is simply too versatile and it are often expanded more. 

 This system will offer guarantees of accuracy, easy use, reliable and therefore the data security. 

 This system will provide instant response to inquire. 

Our project is technically possible because of; all the technology required for our project is instantly available. 

 Operating System: Windows 7or higher Languages: PHP (WAMP Server & Notepad++)  

 Database System: My SQL 5.6 

 Documentation Tool: MS - Word 2013  

Economic Feasibility: 

Economic feasibility determines whether the project   goal is among the   resource   limits allotted to that or not.  It  should  

verify  whether  or   not   it's worthy to process with the whole project or whether the benefits obtained  from  the  new  system 

don't  seem  to be definitely  worth  the costs.  Economically,   this project is very feasible as a result of it requires no additional 

financial investment and with relevance time. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

We have proposed a website, for mining and prediction of consumer comment, ratings and transactions in e- commerce 

environments. To our best knowledge, this is the first work that facilitates mining and prediction of e- commerce website behaviors 

that may recommend stores and items previously unknown to a user. To evaluate the performance of the proposed framework and 

three proposed techniques, we conducted a series of experiments. The experimental results show that it achieves a very high 

precision in e-commerce behavior predictions. Besides, the prediction technique using an algorithm, it integrates the mined data 

and the similarity information to achieve superior performs in terms of precision, recall, and F-measure. The experimental results 

show that our proposed framework and three components are highly accurate under various conditions. Consumer sentiment 

analysis in e-commerce environment shows a discrepancy according to circumstances and service requests. In this paper, studies 

about user behavior patterns, their distinct functionalities and various methods of finding those patterns in different e-commerce 

environment are analyzed in detail. 
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